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Recent advances in polymeric electro-optic materials and by electronic state lifetimes in contrast to polymeric modu-
device fabrication techniques have significantly increased lators where response times are essentially limited by electronic
the potential for incorporation of these materials and phase relaxation times (corresponding to a few tens of femtose-
devices into modern high bandwidth (fiber and wireless) conds). Polymeric modulators also avoid energy loss that is
telecommunication, information processing, and radar sys- normally associated with absorptive processes. Since such
tems. Charge transfer p-electron chromophores charac- modulators operate in regions of high transparency, very little
terized by molecular first hyperpolarizability (second order heating results. Light scattering is typically the only optical
optical non-linearity) values approaching 3000×10−30 esu loss mechanism of consequence.
have been synthesized. Elucidation of the role of intermol- Of course, bandwidth by itself is not enough to ensure the
ecular electrostatic interactions in inhibiting the efficient widescale commercial utilization of polymeric electro-optictranslation of molecular optical non-linearity to macro-

modulators. Other crucial material characteristics include thescopic electro-optic activity has permitted systematic modi-
magnitude of electro-optic activity (which translates into drivefication of materials to achieve electro-optic coefficients
voltage, V

p
, requirements), optical loss, stability (includingapproaching 100 pm V−1. Improvements in the optical loss

thermal, mechanical, chemical and photochemical stability),of polymeric materials at wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55 mm
and ease of integration with silica fiber optics and very largehave been effected. Mode matching of passive transmission
scale integration (VLSI) semiconductor electronic circuitry.and active electro-optic waveguides has been addressed,

Moreover, each application of electro-optic modulators,permitting a dramatic reduction in insertion loss. The
ranging from cable television (CATV ),1 to backplane intercon-putative ability of polymeric electro-optic materials to be
nects between high-speed parallel processors,2 to gyroscopesefficiently integrated with very large scale integration semi-

conductor electronic circuitry and with passive optical for missile guidance,3 has different material requirements.
circuitry has been demonstrated. Several devices of varying Requirements are summarized for several applications in
degrees of complexity have been fabricated and evaluated Table 1. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss in
to operational frequencies as high as 150 GHz. The oper- detail the numerous applications that are currently being
ational stability of polymeric devices is very competitive explored for polymeric electro-optic modulators; however, in
with devices fabricated from lithium niobate and gallium the course of it we will illustrate several sophisticated device
arsenide. structures and their associated performance characteristics.

Our attention is restricted to polymer electro-optic modulator
materials that are being developed for application at theApplications of electro-optic materials: from CATV
telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55 mm.to gyroscopes Like the silicon diode, electro-optic modulators can be
configured to perform a variety of functions from electrical toThe demand for electro-optic modulators has, to a large
optical signal transduction, to optical switching, to millimeterextent, been driven by the desire for greater bandwidth, for
wave signal generation, to optical beam steering, to radiofre-high capacity local area networks (LANs), for video trans-
quency (also microwave and millimeter wave) detection, tomission, for optical detection of radar and phased-array radar,
phase control, to power splitting, to wavelength divisionfor radiofrequency (and microwave to millimetre wave) distri-
multiplexing ( WDM). For each of these applications, electro-bution, and for ultrafast information processing such as
optic modulators must compete with established alternativeanalog-to-digital conversion. Both fiber and wireless communi-
technologies; however, as drive voltage requirements and losscation systems are experiencing increased bandwidth demands;
characteristics of modulators improve and as the bandwidthelectro-optic modulators can perform numerous discrete band-

width-dependent functions in these systems effectively improv-
ing overall system bandwidth.1 Fortunately, high bandwidth Table 1 Bandwidth and drive voltage requirements for several
(i.e. >300 GHz) is readily obtained with polymeric electro- applications of electro-optic modulators
optic modulators due to low relative permittivities and rela-

Application Bandwidth Drive voltage/Vtively frequency(wavelength)-independent refractive indices
and relative permittivities (permitting radiofrequency and

Cable TV, datacom Lower GHz 5–10optical waves to co-propagate significant distances without de-
Telecom Higher GHz 2–3phasing). Competing technologies for signal transduction, RF Photonics Higher GHz <1

such as modulated lasers, often suffer from bandwidths defined
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requirements of various applications increase, modulators are
more likely to become the technological approach of choice.
Hopefully, the ultimate competition to electro-optic modu-
lation will come from all-optical processing based on the Kerr
effect. Such all-optical processing depends upon third order,
rather than second order, optical non-linearity. The magni-
tudes of third order optical non-linearities are not adequate
at the present time.

Pockell’s effect: the macroscopic phenomenon of
electro-optic activity
The velocity of light (electromagnetic radiation) in a material
is determined by the interaction of the electric field component
of light with the charges (electronic and nuclear) of the
material. The effect is quantitatively defined by the index of
refraction, n, of the material, which is the ratio of the speed
of light in a vacuum to that in the material. Consider the
application of an electric field to a material of magnitude
sufficient to change the charge (e.g., electronic) distribution of
the material. This would, in turn, change the velocity of light
in the material and the index of refraction of the material. We Fig. 1 Schematic representations of Mach Zehnder (upper) and

directional coupler ( lower) device configurations.could then speak of an electric field-dependent index of
refraction (or phase shift, called the Pockell effect) of the
material: Dw=pn3rVL/l and V

p
=lh/n3rL where Dw is the frequency voltage is applied the intensities at the output ports

electric field dependent phase shift of light passing through an are determined by either modulation of the phase mismatch,
electro-optic material, V the applied electric field, h the elec- Db, or the coupling coefficient k. Thus, change of voltage by
trode spacing, n the field-independent index of refraction, r an amount V

p
switches an input signal from one output port

the electro-optic coefficient of the material, L the length of the to the other. The smallest voltage, required for switching light
material (distance over which the electric and optical fields co- from one output port to the other, is 1.7 times larger than
propagate and interact via the electro-optic material ), l the required for a p phase shift in a MZ modulator. The drive
wavelength of light, and V

p
the voltage required to produce a voltage requirement for a directional coupler is thus somewhat

p phase shift. more demanding than for a MZ modulator.
This property of the material can be used to manipulate

light; for example, to produce a controlled phase shift, to
Polymeric modulators versus lithium niobateswitch light at waveguide nodes, and to steer light. Of course,
modulatorswe are immediately faced with two issues: (1) what are some

specific device structures that can make effective use of Lithium niobate is currently the dominant material in modern
Pockell’s effect and (2) how can we find a material where the

electro-optic modulator technology. It is a crystalline ferroelec-charge distribution can be dramatically changed by the
tric material that has been under development for a numberapplication of a small electric field (say of one volt magnitude)?
of decades. Commercial modulators (typical cost: $6,500) are
available from companies such as United Technologies,
Uniphase Telecommunication Products, and LucentApplication of electro-optic materials: simple device
Technologies. These modulators operate to 10 GHz with drivestructures
voltages (V

p
) in the 5–6 V range. Lithium niobate modulators

permit very low insertion loss 3–5 dB (half that of currentlyIn Fig. 1 we show two simple device configurations useful for
application of electro-optic materials; namely, signal transduc- available polymeric and GaAs modulators). Unless polymer

modulators prove to be much less expensive than those fabri-tion and optical switching.4 The top schematic illustrates a
Mach Zehnder modulator. The input (Ii) and output (Io) light cated from LiNbO3 , discrete modulators for low frequency

applications will likely continue to be fabricated fromfor a Mach Zehnder (MZ) device are related by Io=Ii sin
[(wba+Dw)/2] where wba is the phase difference between the lithium niobate.

However, polymer electro-optic materials have somearms without application of an electric field and Dw=
pn3r33VL/lh. For a MZ modulator, the drive voltage, V

p
, is significant advantages over crystalline materials. It is appli-

cations, which rely on these advantages, which will likelygiven by V
p
=lh/n3r33L ; r33 is the component of the electro-

optic tensor that lies in the applied electric field direction. The promote the commercialization of polymeric modulators.
Thus, although polymers have the potential for lower costMZ modulator acts to transduce an electric signal onto an

optical transmission as an amplitude modulation. If no electric than competing materials, device cost is heavily influenced by
packaging and other issues.field is applied, the signals that were split apart by the first Y-

junction recombine to give the original signal at the second We have already alluded to the first advantage of polymeric
modulators, namely that of exceptional bandwidth. The band-Y-junction. If an electric field of magnitude appropriate to

produce a phase shift of p is applied only to one arm of the width of modulators derives from the near equality of n(opt-
ical ) and n(millimetre wave) so that optical and millimetreMZ device, then the signals will cancel at the second

Y-junction. wave electromagnetic radiation can co-propagate over signifi-
cant distances without de-phasing. For 100 GHz operation, aThe second device configuration shown in Fig. 1 is that of

a directional coupler. A directional coupler acts as a routing polymeric modulator can be 2 cm long while a lithium niobate
device is limited to approximately 1 mm. Successful lithiumswitch at a node in an optical network and consists of two

side-by-side waveguides separated by a few micrometres. The niobate modulators have been demonstrated to 70 GHz
employing clever velocity matched structures to increase theoverlap of the guided waves in the two waveguides couples

energy back and forth between the waveguides. When a low interaction length. Even employing simple device structures
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(standard stripline), polymeric electro-optic modulators have electric field (arising from electromagnetic fields of various
frequencies).7 Thus, the molecular polarization, p

i
, can bebeen operated in the 100–200 GHz range and have been shown

to have a 3 dB bandwidth of 361 GHz.5 written as in eqn. (1)
Another advantage of polymeric modulators is the low

p
i
=a

ij
E
j
+b

ijk
E
j
E
k
+c

ijkl
E
j
E
k
E
l
+… (1)

relative permittivity of polymers relative to ferroelectric lithium
niobate. This creates the possibility of positioning several where a is the linear polarizability, b the first molecular

hyperpolarizability and c the second hyperpolarizability. Weindividual high-speed modulators close to one another without
causing degrading radiofrequency crosstalk between the modu- shall focus on the second term in this expansion and in

particular on the case where E
j

is typically a radiofrequencylators. We shall see later that crosstalk between adjacent
modulators is down by a factor of at least 50 dB (i.e. essentially (or microwave or millimetre wave) field and E

k
is an optical

field (e.g. 1.3 or 1.55 mm wavelength). For b to be non-zero,unmeasurable).6 This feature leads to the possibility of packag-
ing several modulators in the same module for compact molecules of acentric (dipolar) symmetry are required. An

obvious candidate for highly polarizable materials of acentricmulti-channel optical communication links.
A third advantage of polymer modulators relevant to high symmetry is a charge-transfer molecule of the general formula

(electron donor)(p-electron bridge)(electron acceptor). Such adensity packaging and integration with very large scale inte-
gration (VLSI) semiconductor electronics is that polymeric molecule is frequently viewed as being characterized by a

neutral ground state and a charge-separated excited state.electro-optic materials can be deposited onto and will adhere
to many substrates including semiconductor electronics. Also, Application of an electric field effects a change in the mixing

of these two forms and thus the molecular polarization. Thepolymeric modulators can be fabricated on flexible substrates
such as Mylar leading to conformal modulator devices, e.g. reverse situation of a charge-separated ground state and

neutral excited state can also be envisioned; for such a situ-relevant to airborne applications. This compatibility of electro-
optic polymers with a variety of materials is a significant first ation, b is negative. It is obvious that the ground state of a

real molecule will lie between these two extremes reflecting anstep in the development of opto-chips (integrated opto-elec-
tronic chips). Moreover, the processability and temperature admixture of the neutral and charge separated forms. Marder

and co-workers8 have shown that b values vary in a sinusoidalstability of polymer materials are compatible with the many
steps of full opto-electronic integration. In constrast, only manner with changing admixtures of neutral and charge

separated forms. This sinusoidal variation is predicted by ahybrid integration using separate optical and electronic mod-
ules connected via cables for flip-chip bonding is possible with simple two-state quantum mechanical model that explicitly

leads to expression (2)crystalline lithium niobate. There are well established semicon-
ductor foundries that can produce custom chips to design.

b=(mee−mgg) (mge)2/(DEge)2 (2)
The ability to interface with this sophisticated electronic device
manufacturing capability is a significant advantage for poly- where (mee−mgg) is the difference between the excited and

ground-state dipole moments, mge the transition dipole momentmeric materials. We have demonstrated that polymers are
indeed ideally suited for the development of sophisticated (transition matrix element connecting the ground and excited

state), and DEge the optical (HOMO−LUMO) bandgap. Eachintegrated opto-electronic packages where control, drive, and
interface electronics are directly integrated with polymeric of the three fundamental parameters of eqn. (2) will vary in a

predictable way with molecular structure. The dependence ofmodulators.6
Yet another advantage of polymeric modulator materials is dipole moment upon charge separation is obvious. The

bandgap will go to zero as bond length alternation in the p-the ability to integrate active polymer materials into an optical
circuit that includes other optical materials.6 The key technol- electron bridge structure goes to zero. A variety of empirical

structure/function correlations have been developed to assistogy of this integration involves the ability to fabricate low
loss vertical waveguiding structures in polymers. Such struc- the design of chromophores with ever increasing b values.

Marder and co-workers8 have shown how structural modifi-tures provide interconnection of multiple layers in optical
integration. Low angle vertical shapes can be fabricated by cation of chromophores shifts b along the sinusoidal curve of
reactive ion etching using either oxygen or carbon tetrafluoride. b plotted against bond length alternation of the bridge struc-
Slow vertical tapers with heights of several mm and lengths of ture. Other empirical correlations can also be developed. For
a millimetre or less can be patterned and etched.6 This makes example, for organic acid acceptors, b can be correlated with
it possible to fabricate vertical waveguide bends and vertical the pKa of the acceptor.9 Such empirical structure/function
waveguide power splitters that are some of the key elements relationships complement those developed from more rigorous
for three dimensional integrated optics. This aspect of polymers theoretical treatments.10
also permits minimization of optical loss associated with The structure/function relationships developed by Marder
polymeric electro-optic modulators as light can be directed and co-workers8 and by others have been extremely successful
into the polymer modulator for signal processing and back in guiding the development of ever improving b values to
into the low loss passive waveguide for transmission. Residence currently observed state-of-the-art values of 3000×10−30 esu
time in the more ‘lossy’ (high optical loss) active waveguide is from values of 10×10−30 esu for compounds such as methyl
minimized. 4-nitrophenyl sulfide. In Fig. 2 we illustrate representative

A final advantage of polymeric electro-optic materials is the examples of such molecules and the variation of molecular
potential for dramatically lower operating voltages. Drive optical non-linearity with molecular structure.
voltages of less than one volt have already been demonstrated Researchers attempting to develop new chromophores for
for polymeric modulators compared to five volts (with little electro-optic applications have tended to focus upon molecular
or no possibility for dramatic improvement) for lithium niob- hyperpolarizability. However, for a chromophore to have
ate modulators. With ever improving chromophore/polymer potential for translation to a polymeric electro-optic material
design, drive voltages of 0.1 (or even less) will most likely be for device fabrication the chromophore must be very robust.
achieved for polymeric materials. Mechanical, thermal, chemical, and photochemical stability

are required. As polymeric electro-optic materials must with-
stand temperatures somewhat above 100 °C for long periodsMolecular hyperpolarizability: the microscopic
of time and short term excursions (during electrode deposition)phenomena and structure function relationships
to even higher temperatures, thermal stability to temperatures
of the order of 250 °C are required for chromophores to beMolecular optical non-linearity (non-linear polarization) can

be expressed as a power series expansion in powers of the practical for device applications. Since high glass transition
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Fig. 2 The variation of the product of dipole moment, m, and molecular first hyperpolarizability, b, with chromophore structure. This product
is, in the absence of intermolecular electrostatic interactions, a chromophore figure of merit for estimating the expected macroscopic electro-
optic activity of polymeric materials incorporating various chromophores. TBDMS=tert-butyldimethylsilyl.

polymers yield the most thermally stable electro-optic mate- transition as to be a reasonable approximation of the long
wavelength (zero frequency) limit. An explicit expression forrials, it is desirable for chromophores to exhibit thermal

stability to 300 °C or above. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the variation the frequency dependence of b can be derived from the simple
two state model discussed above and is useful for relatingof chromophore decomposition temperature (determined by

thermal gravimetric analysis and differential scanning calor- measurements at different wavelengths.14
imetry), together with molecular optical non-linearity, with
chromophore structure.11 It is clear that good thermal stability
and high optical non-linearity are not mutually exclusive. Translating hyperpolarizability into macroscopic
Researchers at IBM have used cyclic voltammetry to define electro-optic activity
chromophore chemical (electrochemical ) stability.11 For
example, replacing alkylamine donor groups with arylamine Macroscopic second order optical non-linearity (electro-optic

activity and second harmonic generation) can be measured bydonors was shown to yield improved chromophore stability.
A few comments regarding the experimental characterization a variety of techniques including ellipsometry,15 attenuated

total reflection,16 two slit interference modulation17 and secondof molecular first hyperpolarizability are appropriate. The two
most commonly employed methods of characterizing molecu- harmonic generation.18 We have recently introduced a modifi-

cation of the attenuated total reflection method that permitslar optical non-linearity are electric field induced second
harmonic generation (EFISH)12 and hyper-Rayleigh scattering rapid interchange of samples.19 Electro-optic coefficients can

also be determined from the various device configurations(HRS);13 the former measures mb while the latter measures b.
Caution must be exercised in interpreting HRS data as two discussed in this article.

For macroscopic electro-optic activity to be finite (non-photon effects can lead to artificially high b values. Molecular
first hyperpolarizability values b depend on wavelength (fre- zero), chromophores must exhibit net acentric order, i.e. they

must be oriented to yield a dipolar chromophore lattice. Suchquency) so specification of measurement wavelength is import-
ant in comparing different compounds. Here mb values are acentric (or non-centrosymmetric) order is most commonly

introduced by electric field poling.20 Other methods of produc-reported for a measurement wavelength of 1.9 mm. This wave-
length is sufficiently removed from the interband electronic ing acentric chromophore lattices include crystal growth, incor-
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Fig. 3 The variation of mb and thermal decomposition temperature (determined by TGA and DSC) with chromophore structure.

poration of chromophores into inclusion compounds, and We have already seen that it is this component of the
electro-optic tensor that is relevant to the performance of thesequential synthesis methods where chromophore lattices are

built up from a substrate surface utilizing layer-by-layer depos- MZ modulator shown in Fig. 1.
Obviously, the competition of chromophore/electric polingition methods.20 Here, we restrict our consideration to acentric

lattices prepared by electric field poling. field interactions, U1 (which induce acentric order), and ther-
mal randomization events are important in defining theMacroscopic optical susceptibility (including non-linearity)

can also be expressed as a power series expansion in powers acentric order parameter <cos3h>. A commonly employed
approximation in the computation of <cos3h> is to neglectof the applied electric field. An expression for macroscopic

polarization, P
i
, can be written that is analogous to micro- chromophore–chromophore intermolecular electrostatic inter-

actions. With this approximation, the potential function usedscopic polarization expressed in eqn. (1) with a replaced by
x(1) , b by x(2) , and c by x(3) where x(1) is the first order optical in the statistical mechanical computation of order parameter

is simply U1=−mfpEpcos h where m is the chromophore dipolesusceptibility and x(2) and x(3) are respectively the second order
and third order non-linear optical susceptibilities. For poly- moment, Ep the magnitude of the applied electric poling field

and fpEp is the effective poling field felt by the chromophore.meric electro-optic modulator materials, the linear (first order
susceptibility) term is comprised of contributions from the Note that fpEp=V/h where V is the applied poling voltage

and h the thickness of the film being poled (or the electrodenon-linear optical chromophore and the host polymer. Note
that the host polymer does not contribute to optical non- spacing). Typical poling fields are of the order of one to

several hundred volts per mm. In order to understand thelinearity since it is composed of s bonded segments and it is
the delocalized p-electron structure of the chromophore that various types of local field factors and the various frequency

dependences of the above equations it is important to keep indominates optical non-linearity. The contributions of the NLO
chromophore to the first and second order non-linear optical mind that three types of electrical fields are involved in our

considerations: a high frequency optical field typically of 1.3susceptibilities can be written as follows: x(1)(c)=Nf
j
(v)<a

ij
>

and x(2)(c)=Nf
i
(v)f

j
(v)f

k
(0)<b

ijk
> where N is the chromo- or 1.55 mm wavelength, a low frequency (radiowave to milli-

wave) field, and the dc poling field. Note that the low frequencyphore number density (molecules cm−3), f are local field
factors, and <> denotes the average or expectation value and poling fields typically have the same symmetry, i.e., they

are applied along what we denote as the z laboratory axis.of the observable. Explicitly, <a
ij
>=<q

ui
q
vj
>a

uv
and

<b
ijk
>=<q

ui
q
vj

q
wk
>b

uvw
, where the q

ui
are rotation matrix The order parameter is readily computed following the

prescriptions of statistical mechanics applied to Boltzmannelements relating the molecular (u,v,w) and laboratory (i, j,k)
axes. The macroscopic electro-optic coefficient, r33 , relevant particles,21 eqn. (4)
to poled polymeric materials can be related to b

zzz
by

<cos3h>=L3(mfpEp/kT ) (4)expression (3)

r33=−2x(2)
zzz

/(n
z
)4=−2N [ f

z
(v)]2f

z
(0)b<cos3h>/(n

z
)4 where L is the Langevin function defined by eqn. (5)

(3)
L3(x)=∆ cos3h·exp(−xcos h)d[cos h]/

where v is angular frequency and h is the angle between the
poling field direction and the chromophore principal axis. ∆ exp(−xcos h)d[cos h]=x/5=mfpEp/5kT (5)
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where x=mfpEp/kT. The above integrals are evaluated between lator, r13 as well as r33 defines device response. The expression
for this component is somewhat more complicated than thatthe limits of cos h=−1 and +1 corresponding to h=0 and
for r33 but the analysis of other components of r and n follows180°. To obtain the above limiting expression we have assumed
the general prescription outlined above.mfpEp<<kT and retained only the first term of the power

The above results predict that the electro-optic coefficientseries expansion of x. The local field factors are normally
will increase in a linear manner with chromophore numbertreated, following Onsager,22 by considering the contribution
density ( loading) in the host polymer matrix. The slope (rateof the reaction field from the induced dipole moment of a
of change of electro-optic coefficient with number density) ismolecule in a cavity to the cavity field. For this treatment the
defined by the product mb. Number density can be expressedlocal field factors are given by fi=(n

i
)2 [(n

c
)2+2]/[2(n

i
)2+(n

c
)2 ]

in terms of chromophore/polymer weight fraction and chromo-and fp=e[(n
c
)2+2]/[2e+(n

c
)2 ] where n

c
represents the index of

phore molecular weight (M ). Thus, commonly used chromo-refraction of a medium composed of molecules with polariz-
phore figures of merit include mb and mb/(M ), see Fig. 2. Asability a packed together with a cavity radius of c. Notice that
seen in Fig. 4, plots of electro-optic coefficient versus chromo-when n

c
=n

i
and (n

c
)2=e the Onsager local field factors default

phore number density for chromophores characterized by largeback to those of the Lorenz–Lorentz model. The z component
dipole moments and polarizabilities frequently exhibitof the index of refraction is given by (recall that both
maxima.23 Moreover, the maxima shift to lower chromophorechromophore and host polymer contribute) eqn. (6)
loading values as the dipole moment and the polarizability of

(n
z
)2=1+4p[x(1)(c)+x(1) (polymer)]= the chromophore increase.23 The exact behavior of plots of

electro-optic coefficient versus chromophore number density(n
z0)2+4pf

z
(v)Na[L2(mfpEp/kT )−1/3] (6)

also depend on the shape of the chromophore. Such behavior
where n

z0={1+4p[x(1) (polymer)+HNf
z
(v)a]}1/2 is the linear is strongly suggestive of intermolecular electrostatic inter-

index of refraction in the absence of the electrical poling field. actions playing a role in defining maximum realizable electro-
optic activity. Table 2 provides the dipole moment, polariz-For some device configurations, such as the birefringent modu-

Fig. 4 The theoretically predicted variation of electro-optic coefficient with chromophore number density for three samples: DR, FDCV, and
FTC. Models used in these calculations include neglect of intermolecular electrostatic interaction ( linear dependence), treatment of electrostatic
interactions but a hard sphere approximation applied to chromophore shape, and treatment of electrostatic interactions with approximation of
chromophore shape as a prolate ellipsoid. The electro-optic coefficient axes for the DR and FDCV chromophores are arbitrary. Experimental
data are also shown for the FTC chromophore. For detailed comparison of experimental and theoretical data for a number of chromophores
the reader is directed to ref. 23.
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Table 2 Magnitudes of electrostatic interactions for various chromophoresa

Chromophore m/D a/10−23 cm3 I/10−19 J b/10−30 esu Udd/kJ mol−1 Udi/kJ mol−1 Uii/kJ mol−1 Utotal/kJ mol−1
DMNA 6.4 2.2 9.04 9.7 −2.46 −0.204 −0.372 −3.03
DANS 6.6 3.4 8.70 55 −2.78 −0.336 −0.855 −3.97
DR 7.0 3.8 8.26 55 −3.52 −0.422 −1.01 −4.96
ISX 8.0 7.6 7.90 153 −6.01 −1.10 −3.88 −10.99
FDCV 9.0 10.3 7.77 201 −9.62 −1.89 −7.01 −18.52

aEnergies were calculated for per mol of dimers and for a 9 Å chromophore separation distance. For comparison, the thermal energy at 100 °C
is 4.65 kJ mol−1.

ability, ionization potential, and first hyperpolarizability for
representative chromophores. Also, shown are values of dipole
–dipole, induced dipole, and dispersion intermolecular electro-
static interactions between two chromophores calculated fol-
lowing London.24 Clearly, as one proceeds down this table it
becomes clear that intermolecular electrostatic interactions
begin significantly to exceed thermal energies and are thus
likely to influence poling-induced order. The simple existence
of dipole–dipole interactions suggests that intermolecular elec-

Fig. 5 The axes systems relating chromophores to each other and totrostatic interactions will be spatially anisotropic and hence
the applied electric poling field. The rotation matrix V or angle hchromophore shape may be important.
relates reference chromophore 1 to the laboratory axis (electric poling

Owing to the large magnitude of intermolecular electrostatic field direction). The director axis between chromophore 1 and other
interactions their theoretical treatment is not simple. It can chromophores contributing to the field felt by 1 is related to the
quickly be realized that simple pairwise treatment of interacting principal axis of chromophore 1 by the rotation matrix V1 or the

angle h1. The director axis is related to the laboratory axis by thechromophores is not adequate to explain the experimentally
rotation matrix V∞.observed results. The problem is thus a many body problem

and quantum mechanics per se is not adequate for gaining
quantitative insight into the experimental order parameter The evaluation of orientational integrals is facilitated by use

of the trigonometric identity cos h=cos h∞cos h1+sin h∞sin h1<cos3h>. One can propose a thermodynamic treatment, as
suggested by Katz et al,25 but such a treatment has the cos(w1−w∞). Although we must evaluate a number of integrals,

an analytical expression can be obtained in the limit of treatingdisadvantage of providing little insight into the relationship of
molecular structure to the attenuation of optical non-linearity. chromophores as hard spheres, namely eqn. (7)
Statistical mechanics seems the logical approach; however, a <cos3h>=(mfpEp/5kT )[1−L2(W/kT )] (7)
large number of rotational matrices are required to relate the
chromophores to each other and to the electric poling field where L is the Langevin function (now expressed in terms of

W/kT ) and W is approximately the intermolecular electrostatic( laboratory axis). The simple integral of eqn. (5) becomes
complex, requiring evaluation over many orientational vari- interaction energy defined by London.24 Explicitly, W includes

contributions from dipole–dipole, induced dipole, and disper-ables. Approximate treatment of integrals over at least some
of the orientational variables is called for particularly if an sion interactions; it depends on r−6 where r is the average

separation of chromophores in the point dipole approxi-analytical solution is to be obtained. Consider the coordinate
systems shown in Fig. 5 which relate a reference chromophore mation.24 At first consideration, it might seem that a double

thermal averaging has been carried out but in point of fact(denoted ‘1’) to an applied electric field and to all other
chromophores. It is necessary to compute the effective field this aspect of our approximate treatment can be justified by

more rigorous treatment. The London W exhibits a quadraticfelt by this reference chromophore from all other chromo-
phores. We position all other chromophores in a simple lattice dependence on chromophore number density ( loading in the

polymer matrix). The term in brackets has the form of an(see Fig. 5), where the inter-chromophore distance is fixed by
the chromophore number density (i.e. N is proportional to attenuation factor that will decrease the acentric order param-

eter with increasing chromophore concentration. The abover−3), and place our reference chromophore at the center. A
‘director’ axis is defined by a vector connecting the reference expression provides a qualitative explanation of the appearance

of a maximum in plots of electro-optic coefficient versuschromophore to other chromophores positioned along a given
director direction. We then follow Piekara23 and average over chromophore number density. From consideration of Fig. 4,

it is clear that the above expression and more sophisticatedthe orientational variables associated with the other chromo-
phores (‘2’ to ‘n’). This is analogous to the orientational calculations carried out considering non-spherical chromo-

phore shapes also qualitatively reproduce trends observed foraveraging carried out by London.24 The end result is that we
are left with an intermolecular electrostatic interaction energy, variation of intermolecular electrostatic interaction energy and

chromophore shape.U2 , depending on a single angle, h1 , namely, U2=−W cos(h1).
Now the potential function to be used in our computation of Theory predicts that a logical approach to improve

maximum achievable electro-optic activity is to derivatize<cos3h> becomes U=U1+U2=−mfpEpcos h−W cos(h1).
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naturally prolate ellipsoidal chromophores with bulky inert The drive voltage, V
p
, depends upon electrode spacing and

the conductivity of cladding layers, also on device length, L.substituents to make chromophores more spherical. We have
carried out simple preliminary modifications of several Researchers at Lockheed-Martin have made significant pro-

gress in producing cladding layers of desired conductivity.29chromophores employing alkyl and aryl substituents.23 In all
cases, we have observed an increase in maximum achievable Advances in this area and in the development of novel device

architectures should further reduce drive voltage requirements.electro-optic activity.23 A more systematic approach, that has
not yet been demonstrated, would be to follow a dendritic A number of more subtle factors can influence the magnitude

of electro-optic activity that can be realized by electric fieldapproach to chromophore modification (see Fig. 6).
The agreement between theory and experiment is a necessary poling. Obviously, the strength of the electric poling field that

can be employed is limited by material dielectric breakdown.but not sufficient condition for a useful theory. It should be
noted that the simple treatment discussed here is not likely to Ionic impurities can lead to conductivity that also limits the

maximum achievable field felt by the chromophores.30be useful for understanding behavior at high chromophore
loading where significant ‘non-transient’ chromophore aggre- Removal of impurities by repeated recrystallization of chromo-

phores and purification of polymers usually eliminate problemsgation occurs. Such aggregation can lead to significant light
scattering and optical loss (>5 dB cm−1)26 and requires mol- associated with ionic conductivity. Some materials, containing

highly polarizable chromophores and polymer matrices (suchecular dynamical considerations to be added to our theoretical
treatment. For low to modest chromophore loading (the as poly( p-phenylenes)) where electronic charge transport

is facilitated, exhibit significant photoconductivity. Thisconcentration range of focus in our above theoretical dis-
cussion) aggregation is not a problem and equilibrium statisti- photoconductivity forces poling to be carried out in the dark.30
cal mechanical calculations provide an adequate description
of observed phenomena.

Derivatization of chromophores with inert (sigma electron Stabilizing macroscopic electro-optic activity: lattice
only) substituents to improve electro-optic activity also leads hardening
to delayed onset of light scattering due to chromophore
aggregation. There may be two components to this observed As noted above, electro-optic activity induced by electric field

poling must be stable at temperatures encountered in devicephenomena; namely, (1) inhibition of chromophore close
approach that limits intermolecular electrostatic interaction fabrication and operation. This implies long term stability for

operating temperatures as high as 125 °C and short termand hence aggregation and (2) improved chromophore/poly-
mer interactions (better compatibility due to improved entropy stability for temperatures approaching 200 °C. Two strategies

for achieving high thermal stability of poling-induced electro-of mixing and improved chromophore/polymer intermolecular
electrostatic interactions). optic activity have been pursued.20 The first is to prepare

chromophore/polymer composite materials where the polymerAn understanding of the role of chromophore–chromophore
intermolecular electrostatic interactions in limiting achievable is a high glass transition temperature (Tg) polymer such as a

polyimide. Acentric chromophore order is induced by polingelectro-optic activity has led to the realization of polymeric
electro-optic coefficients that exceed those of lithium niobate. the chromophore/polymer composite material near its glass

transition temperature. Cooling the material to room tempera-Values for r33 in the range 55 to 84 pm V−1 have been realized
for the FTC27 and CZC28 chromophores of Fig. 2. Such values ture, in the presence of the electric poling field, locks in the

poling-induced electro-optic activity. A number of workersof electro-optic coefficient have permitted V
p

values of the
order of one volt to be obtained for Mach Zehnder and have shown that the thermal stability of electro-optic activity

for such materials can be correlated with the difference betweenbirefringent modulators. Systematic modification of existing
chromophores such as FTC and CZC should permit electro- the operating temperature and the glass transition temperature

of the composite material.20 There are several disadvantagesoptic coefficients of the order of 100 pm V−1 to be obtained
which should in turn permit realization of V

p
voltages of less of such chromophore/polymer composite materials including:

(1) poor solvent compatibility for chromophore and polymerthan 1 V.
and for chromophore with the host polymer leading to low
values of maximum achievable loading, (2) chromophore
phase separation and aggregation with processing (e.g. spin
casting) and aging, (3) sublimation of chromophores during
electric field poling at high temperatures, (4) chromophore
migration and phase separation during electric field poling,
(5) loss of chromophores with application of cladding layers
due to chromophores dissolving in the spin casting solvent,
(6) poor solubility of high Tg polymers such as polyimides in
traditional spin casting solvents leading to poor optical quality
films due to difficulty of viscosity control, (7) plasticization of
the host polymer with increased chromophore loading, (8)
increased demands on chromophore chemical stability with
high temperature poling and non-traditional solvents, and (9)
rapid relaxation of chromophore poling-induced order due to
poor coupling of the chromophore to the polymer dynamics
(e.g. chromophores existing in void regions). Many of the
aforementioned problems can be alleviated by covalent attach-
ment (including single point attachment) of the chromophore
to the polymer backbone.

The second approach is to make use of covalent coupling
of chromophore and polymer and to effect some sort of lattice
hardening (either intramolecular chain stiffening or intermol-
ecular crosslinking) during the later stages of poling.31 The
chromophore may either be attached (tethered) to the polymerFig. 6 A dendritic approach for inhibiting unwanted close approach

of interacting chromophores. backbone32 or incorporated into the backbone.33 The chromo-
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phore may also be functionalized to mimic one of the mon- peratures are employed to hasten relaxation. A more rapid
analysis involves ramping the temperature while monitoringomers in a traditional lattice hardening processing such as the

formation of sol–gel glasses.34 Indeed, one of the most widely second order optical non-linearity (second harmonic gener-
ation is conveniently used for this purpose18). Such an experi-used approaches is to prepare chromophores terminated by

reactive hydroxy groups that can be used to produce three ment is the non-linear optical analog of thermal gravimetric
analysis (TGA) except that loss of acentric order and notdimensional crosslinked polyurethanes through oligomer

growth and coupling chemistry.35 This latter approach has the material decomposition is monitored. In Fig. 8 we show the
results of such dynamic analysis of thermal stability of electro-advantage of permitting high chromophore loading; however,

care must be exercised in maintaining reactant stoichiometry optic activity for a variety of electro-optic materials. It is clear
that attachment of the chromophore to the polymer backboneat 1 to 1 for hydroxylated chromophores and isocyanate

containing coupling reagents to avoid phase separation (and produces a dramatic improvement in the stability of poling-
induced electro-optic activity. Attachment of both ends of theresultant optical loss due to light scattering).36 Since poling

and lattice hardening are both temperature-dependent pro- chromophore to the polymer lattice results in further improve-
ment in thermal stability. Excellent thermal stability can becesses, optimum electro-optic activity and lattice hardness are

usually achieved using a protocol wherein temperature and achieved with a variety of approaches. Sol–gel hardening
schemes typically yield materials that show a gradual loss ofelectric field are increased in a series of steps.34,35 An initial

temperature jump increases chromophore mobility and permits electro-optic activity with increasing temperature. This is to
be expected as sol–gel reactions cannot be driven to completionthe chromophores to reorient in the presence of the applied

electric field. The increase in temperature drives further for temperatures achievable with the stepped poling protocol
discussed above. The partially densified sol–gel materials,crosslinking which ultimately stops chromophore reorientation

in the field requiring another temperature increase. Application together with the temperature-dependent sol–gel chemistry,
lead to the data shown in Fig. 8. Multi-phasic behavior canof too great an electric field to a soft lattice causes material

damage and increases optical loss. Thus, a stepped protocol be observed reflecting the heterogeneity of crosslink density in
the material.also greatly reduces poling-induced optical loss.36

The major disadvantage of sol–gel and polyurethane (PU )
oligomerization reactions for achieving hardened acentric Controlling optical loss in electro-optic materials
chromophore lattices is the requirement for careful control of
reaction conditions. For example, atmospheric moisture can Optical loss in polymeric electro-optic waveguides has been

measured either by the cut-off method or by a liquid out-lead to non-stoichiometric reaction conditions, phase separa-
tion, and optical loss.36 Such control is not always easily coupling technique.37 Optical loss can be classified either as

loss due to absorption of light or due to scattering of lighttransitioned to preparation of bulk materials for device
manufacture. from index of refraction inhomogeneities with dimensions of

the order of the wavelength of light. Absorption loss can ariseThe double-end crosslinkable (DEC) chromophore
scheme,32 where a processable precursor polymer is prepared either from the absorption tail of the interband

(HOMO−LUMO) absorption or from absorption associatedin a first step and the second end of the chromophore is
coupled to the polymer lattice during poling, provides some with vibrations of the C–H group. The latter can be attenuated

by partial replacement of hydrogens with fluorines. As ade-coupling of spin casting and poling steps from the process
of lattice hardening. If photo-induced crosslinking could be minimum in the vibrational absorption is observed near

1.3 mm, operation at this wavelength poses little problem forutilized to secure the second end of the chromophore, the
lattice hardening process would be completely de-coupled from loss from vibrational absorption (i.e. absorption losses are

typically less than 1 dB cm−1). For operation at 1.55 mm, C–Hthe temperature-dependent poling process.20 However, to the
present time, absorption by the non-linear optical chromo- vibration absorption from both chromophore and polymer

typically leads to losses above 1 dB cm−1 and partial fluorin-phore has interfered with absorption by the photo-initiator to
an extent to make such hardening ineffective.20 ation is required to reduced losses to 1 dB cm−1 or less.

Significant optical loss from interband absorption can beTwo methods have been developed to evaluate the thermal
stability of poling-induced electro-optic activity. The first avoided by maintaining a large wavelength offset between the
simply involves monitoring electro-optic activity as a function
of time. An example of this type of assessment is provided in
Fig. 7. An obvious disadvantage of such type of assessment is
the time required for measurement even when elevated tem-

Fig. 8 The dynamic thermal stability of second order optical
non-linearity for a number of materials: 1, a polymer containing the
DR19 chromophore (see Fig. 2) as a pendant; 2, a PU-DR19 thermo-
setting material with only one end of the chromophore attached to
the polyurethane lattice;35 3, a DEC type DR (LD-3) chromophore
coupled at both ends to a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) type
lattice;32 4, a DR chromophore with both ends coupled to a heteroaro-

Fig. 7 The thermal stability of the drive voltage for a Mach Zehnder matic (polyimide-like) polymer lattice;31 5, a DR chromophore with
both ends coupled to a sol–gel glass lattice.34 Second harmonicmodulator fabricated from PU-DR19 is shown. The test was started

by TACAN Corporation on 21st July, 1995. No change in V
p

has generation is used to assess second order non-linear optical activity.
The heating rate is approximately 5 °C min−1.been observed to the present time.
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operating wavelength and the wavelength of the interband loss. The variation of the index of refraction associated
with transverse magnetic (TM) optical mode polarization,absorption maximum. Thus, loss due to absorption can usually

be avoided by appropriate chromophore and polymer host dn
z
, can be shown to be proportional to

5pa(n
z
)8(dfp)2(r33)2/{9b2n0N[ f

z
(v)]3 [ f

z
(0)]2}. The principaldesign.

Optical loss due to scattering represents a much more electro-optic coefficient is defined by eqn. (3). The total optical
power scattered can be shown to be proportional tocomplex problem that requires a much more determined effort

to achieve electro-optic device structures characterized by (dn)2n2(dV )2l−4 where dV is the volume element that experi-
ences a different local poling field dfpEp. Thus, the waveguidingoptical loss of 1 dB cm−1 or less. As already noted, optical

loss due to scattering can be associated with heterogeneity of loss per unit length of polymeric electro-optic waveguide for
the TM optical mode is predicted to increase as (r33)4l−4 .index of refraction in materials. Scattering increases dramati-

cally as domain sizes approach the wavelength of light being The TM waveguiding loss is approximately four times greater
than the transverse electric (TE) mode (dn

y
associated) wave-used in various applications. Index of refraction heterogeneity

can arise from fundamental material component (chromo- guiding loss. Teng and co-workers37 have demonstrated reason-
able agreement between experiment and theory for the samplesphore/polymer) incompatibility or from processing-induced

loss. Processing-induced losses can be associated with spin that they investigated. At first this might seem distressing as
it could be incorrectly interpreted as an unavoidable relation-casting, electric field poling, waveguide fabrication, and/or

cladding layer deposition of thin films. As will be discussed ship between electro-optic activity and poling-induced optical
loss. In point of fact, the loss mechanism discussed by Tenglater, optical loss can also be associated with transitioning

light into and out of polymeric electro-optic modulator wave- and co-workers37 is based on the presence of material defects.
As those defects are reduced (e.g. by improved control of spinguides (i.e. the problem of impedance matching of silica fiber

and polymeric waveguides). casting conditions) optical loss goes down. Moreover, it is
clear from a consideration of the theory of Teng and co-As already noted, chromophore composite materials are

particularly prone to phase separation leading to high optical workers37 that their optical loss mechanism is independent of
the hyperpolarizability of the chromophores although a moreloss and poor loading densities. The utilization of chromo-

phore/polymer composites appears to have been abandoned isotropic polarizability will decrease optical loss from their
mechanism. Thus, their loss mechanism does not penalize theby all but a few companies restricted to use (by blending) of

off-the-shelf chromophores and polymers. Accordingly, our use of high b chromophores.
Our experience is that poling-induced optical losses can beremaining comments will be restricted to materials where

chromophores are covalently attached to polymers or where reduced to insignificant values (e.g. %1 dB cm−1) by careful
control of spin casting and poling conditions.36 Maintenancematerials are prepared by covalent coupling of monomers

(and oligomers) to form three dimensional crosslinked of material homogeneity is critical, including by avoiding dust
particles and voids and by avoiding phase separation duringchromophore/polymer lattices.

The first processing step that can affect optical quality is spin casting, poling, and lattice hardening.
Post poling optical losses are most commonly associatedthat of spin casting of the unpoled polymer film. The issue

here is solvent choice, as the solvent must lead to appropriate with surface pitting during reactive ion etching (RIE) of
channel or ridge waveguides and during the deposition ofviscosity, be compatible with chromophore and polymers, and

be capable of being completely removed from the final film. cladding layers.38 Losses from both of these processes are
attenuated by realization of adequate lattice hardness (highFor thermosetting monomer/oligomer materials and for low

Tg hydrocarbon polymers, finding a spin casting solvent that polymer crosslink density). Of course, choice of conditions
(type and kinetic energy of reactive ions in RIE and spinyields high quality optical materials is rather straightforward.

However, the process is not so readily accomplished for high casting solvent in cladding layer deposition) influences optical
loss. For example, Steier and co-workers38 have shown thatTg polymers such as polyimides or for polymers with high

fluorine content (prepared to suppress C–H vibrational reducing the kinetic energy of reactive ions can reduce associ-
ated optical loss (from waveguide wall roughness) to the orderabsorption at 1.55 mm). Of course, spin casting must be carried

out in a dust free environment as dust particles can lead to of 0.01 dB cm−1.
Vertical integration of polymeric electro-optic waveguidesignificant light scattering and optical loss. Various modifi-

cations of clean room procedures normally alleviate this loss circuitry with VLSI semiconductor electronic circuitry poses
the problem of avoiding optical loss associated with thecontribution.

Optical losses associated with electric field poling can be underlying irregular topology of VLSI wafers.6 Fortunately,
such optical loss can be essentially eliminated by using planar-even more diverse. A major, but avoidable, component of

poling-induced loss is associated with surface damage of izing polymers. Vertical integration has the advantage of
permitting very high densities of modulators to be achieved.polymer films arising from applying too high a voltage (par-

ticularly with corona poling) to a polymer film that is too Vertical transitions have the advantage of minimizing optical
loss associated with electro-optically active waveguide sec-soft.36 This component of poling-induced loss can be reduced

to insignificant values by employing stepped poling protocols tions.6,39 Light can be routed between passive and active
waveguides using vertical transitions. Light propagation in awhere field strength is increased in a stepwise manner as the

polymer lattice is hardened.36 high loss active waveguide is thus minimized. This aspect of
loss management is illustrated in Fig. 9.Another component of poling-induced loss that is also easily

avoided is that of chromophore migration and phase separa- In summary, material optical loss is probably the most
demanding aspect of the fabrication of polymeric electro-optiction occurring during the poling of composite materials.

Covalent attachment of the chromophore to the polymer waveguide devices. The good news is that with careful design
of component materials and careful control of processingnormally eliminates this type of loss.

Since electric field poling acts to modify the index of conditions optical loss values in the range 0.7 to 1.2 dB cm−1
can be consistently achieved. Such values are adequate forrefraction (e.g. causing the n

z
and n

y
indices to diverge) by

influencing the chromophore orientational distribution, most device applications. Loss values of this magnitude, while
superior to that achieved with GaAs, are not as low as thoseinhomogeneity in the local poling field can lead to light

scattering. Such local field variations might arise from the achievable with lithium niobate. For very low loss values to
be achieved even more dramatic modification of materialspresence of air bubbles associated with solvent evaporation.

Teng and co-workers37 have developed a quantitative theory (replacement of more hydrogens with fluorines) and control
of processing conditions must be effected for polymers.for accounting for this component of poling induced optical
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designed adiabatically to couple light to the higher index upper
(electro-optically active) core layer. Vertical tapers can be
reactive ion etched using O2 and CF4 either directly by shadow
masks or through intermediate patterned photoresist layers.
These techniques create vertical slopes whose height can be
accurately controlled from 1 to 15 mm and whose length can
be set from 100 to 2000 mm.43 A voltage applied to the
electrodes will phase modulate light or, if configured as a
Mach Zehnder interferometer, will amplitude modulate light.
In the modulator section, the passive core layer serves as the
lower cladding to the active waveguide. After modulation, the
power again transfers to the passive core for further routing.
Both the adiabatic slopes and the lower electrode serve asFig. 9 The schematic and scaled cross-sections of waveguide segments
inherent mode filters to minimize stray light that exists in theof a low-loss hybrid polymeric electro-optic modulator.
device. While the mode in the passive waveguide was designed
to be symmetric for good fiber coupling, the mode in the
modulator was designed to be tightly confined to the activeFabrication of buried channel waveguides: from
layer for good modulator efficiency ( low V

p
operation).simple waveguides to vertical transitions

Evaluation of such modulators indicates that no sacrifice in
electro-optic efficiency occurs. Also, highly efficient couplingTwo general approaches have been employed to fabricate

buried channel polymeric electro-optic waveguides (a channel of light into and out of the active layer occurs.44
While we do not review in depth the photochemicalof material of high refractive index surrounded by materials

of lower index of refraction): (1) reactive ion etching and (2) processing of waveguides, some comments concerning maskless
fabrication of channel waveguides by simultaneous direct lasermulti-color photolithography.6,20,38 The latter has the advan-

tage of requiring fewer steps and permitting buried channel writing and electric field poling are appropriate. This approach
is an outgrowth of laser-assisted poling.45 Electro-optic mate-waveguide structures to be fabricated without deposition of

an upper cladding layer. The disadvantage of multi-color rials based on photochromic molecules, such as 4-amino-4∞-
nitroazobenzenes, are unique in that short wavelength visiblephotolithography is the requirement for a photoactive species

that gives the desired photo-induced change in index of or ultraviolet radiation can alter the alignment of chromo-
phores in the material to change both the index of refractionrefraction. As various aspects of these two fabrication tech-

niques have been treated in other publications20 they will not and the degree of alignment during poling. Based on these
effects, one can simultaneously directly laser-write and (electricbe reviewed here. Rather we focus on more recent and more

sophisticated aspects of waveguide fabrication associated with field) pole a pattern of arbitrary channel waveguides that are
electro-optically active only in selected regions.46 The samplecomplicated waveguide structures required in vertically

integrated device structures. to be written with channel waveguides consisted, in our initial
work, of a substrate, gold ground electrode, three spun layersOne of the advantages of optical polymer technology is the

ability to utilize different types of polymers within the same of polymer (upper and lower passive cladding layers and active
core), and a semi-transparent upper electrode. For fiber coup-integrated optical circuit to perform specific functions.6,39 For

example, electro-optic or light amplifying polymers (including ling, the endfaces of the sample are either cleaved or cut with
a dicing saw before waveguide writing. The core layer waslight harvesting/amplifying polymers) can be integrated with

low loss passive polymers to provide low optical loss intercon- fabricated from a disperse red 19 (DR19) chromophore-
containing, polyurethane-thermoset polymer.35 The absorptionnections. Passive polymers, specifically designed for very low

optical loss, have been used to fabricate waveguides exhibiting maximum of the DR19 chromophore is at 470 nm. Waveguide
writing is carried out with a focused beam of 488 or 515 nmoptical losses as low as 0.1 dB cm−1 at 1.3 mm wavelength.40

Owing to the reasons already noted, active (chromophore- light from a continuous wave argon ion laser. When a beam
of visible light is scanned across the sample in the absence ofcontaining) polymer waveguides typically exhibit greater loss

than passive polymers. Thus, an ideal circuit involves light an applied poling field (or in an area outside the top electrode)
the chromophores in the path of the beam are preferentiallyspending no more time in active waveguide segments than

necessary for signal processing. While adhesion and patterning aligned perpendicular to the substrate with, on average, equal
numbers of chromophore dipoles pointing up and down.47issues can be important for wedding different polymers, the

greatest difficulty in the integration of active and passive Chromophore reorientation is driven by photo-induced trans-
cis-trans isomerization. Centrosymmetric chromophore orderpolymers relates to achieving mode matching.41 The optimum

optical mode pattern in passive waveguides is usually nearly is induced consistent with the applied optical field direction
and the symmetry of the chromophore optical transitioncircular while that in an electro-optic modulator waveguide is

a relatively flat ellipse.42 This mismatch in mode shapes and moment. The partial centric chromophore order increases the
refractive index for TM optical mode polarization and adifference in index of refraction of the active and passive

polymers means that the two waveguides cannot be simply passive channel waveguide that only supports the TM mode
is obtained. When the laser beam scans across the area coveredbutted together. The use of the third vertical dimension

provides a method of integrating passive and active polymers by the semi-transparent top electrode and with the electric
(dc) poling field on, the chromophores are preferentiallythat solves the mode matching problem. In the approach that

we have employed the interconnect waveguide is first fabricated aligned (acentrically ordered) in the direction of the electric
poling field. This latter process is referred to as laser-assistedin a low loss passive polymer system. The active polymer is

then placed on top of this layer and patterned into the area poling and results in an electro-optic channel waveguide. The
waveguides are written using a binocular microscope with thewhere needed. Vertical coupling structures are then fabricated

to channel the light up into the active polymer and then back writing beam fed through one eyepiece and focused on
the sample. For the example that we consider here, the spotdown again into the passive waveguide. Such a design is shown

in Fig. 9. The passive waveguide was designed to provide close size of the beam on the sample is adjusted from 1 to 50 mm
and the typical unpolarized writing beam power was 1 mW.mode match to the standard 9 mm core silica transmission

fiber for fiber coupling (see next section). The critical fabri- An electric poling field of 100 V mm−1 was used. During the
writing the substrate temperature was elevated further tocation technology is the etching of the vertical taper that was
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promote chromophore reorientation. Note that isomerization area, complex integrated optical circuits and devices can be
built with relatively low cost. However, several technicaland molecular rotation are both inhibited by intermolecular

interactions so increasing the temperature increases both pro- problems must be faced particularly for vertical integration.
One of the most serious of these is the irregular topology ofcesses. The trans-cis-trans isomerization can be viewed as a

low activation energy pathway to molecular reorientation (i.e. VLSI circuitry. Deposition (spin casting) of an electro-optic
polymer layer immediately on top of this circuitry would leadrotation). For the 4-amino-4∞-nitroazobenzene (DR19)

chromophore of the present example this laser-assisted poling to unacceptable optical loss for the electro-optic circuitry.
Fortunately, this problem can be addressed by spin castingprocess leads to an electro-optic coefficient (at 1.3 mm operating

wavelength) of 17 pm V−1 (corresponding to a V
p

value of 8 V about 6 mm of planarizing polymer (PC3–6000 from Futurrex)
on top of the VLSI circuitry.42 At temperatures near 200 °C,in a 25 mm long device). This laser-assisted poling value is

considerably higher than the value of 5 pm V−1 obtained PC3–6000 reflows from peaks to the troughs and further
smooths the rough (1–6 mm) VLSI features to variations ofunder the same conditions (100 V mm−1 poling field) without

laser assistance. The technique is thus a fast and effective less than 0.2 mm. Electro-optic circuits fabricated on top of
the planarized layers exhibit optical loss values indistinguish-method to prototype new electro-optic devices. It requires no

lithography mask and can produce higher electro-optic able from those fabricated on polished silicon (somewhat less
than 1 dB cm−1).42coefficients than with conventional electrode poling. Laser-

assisted poling can be further refined by using variable laser A second challenge that must be faced is the protection of
VLSI circuitry during electric field poling of the electro-opticwavelengths (multi-color laser-assisted poling). Of course, the

severe limitation of this technique is the reliance on the use of polymer. We have shown that with adequate grounding such
poling can be accomplished without detectable effect on thechromophores that can undergo photo-induced trans-cis-trans

isomerization. performance (I–V curves) of underlying semiconductor VLSI
circuitry.42

A third issue that must be addressed is that of making
Mode matching of polymeric EO waveguides to connections between VLSI electronic and polymeric electro-
silica fibers optic circuitry. This translates into the need to make deep and

precisely controlled interconnection vias (channels) throughThe design criteria for active and passive waveguides are
the relatively thick planarizing polymer layer. We have

different. Passive waveguides, which typically are spherical accomplished this feat using a trilayer processing scheme and
graded index waveguides with core diameters of 8–10 mm, are an oxygen RIE resistant material (spin on glass) to transfer
designed for minimum optical loss. Active (electro-optic)

the pattern (a normal photoresist is a poor mask for oxygenwaveguides, on the other hand, are designed to minimize drive
RIE).42 A perfluoromethane plasma is used to etch the spinvoltage requirements. Thus, active waveguides typically have
on glass.42 This is followed by oxygen plasma etching of the

a width of approximately 5 mm and a height of 1–2 mm. A deep vias in the planarizing polymer and deposition of metal
high index of refraction contrast between active and cladding electrodes connecting the VLSI and polymer EO circuitry.42
layers is used to confine the optical mode in the active region.

A number of multi-modulator packages (‘opto-chip’), basedThe mode in such a waveguide is elliptical. Butt coupling
upon integration of multiple birefringent or Mach Zehnderactive and passive modes will lead to optical losses of greater
modulators, have been fabricated and evaluated.42 Multiple

than 4 dB per transition. modulator packaging has been achieved without degradation
The obvious solution to this optical loss problem is to create in the performance of either VLSI or electro-optic circuitry.42

a tapered transition that allows the optical mode to expand
Crosstalk between adjacent modulators has to this point beenas it transitions from the active to passive waveguide regions.42
undetectable, which implies isolation of greater than 50 dB.42Such transition tapers (mode transformers) are readily fabri-

cated by reactive ion etching techniques using gray level
Fabrication and evaluation of prototype deviceslithography, shadow ion etching, or offset lithography.42 With

these techniques and oxygen reactive ion etching, one can
Early prototype devices were typically single birefringent orfabricate vertical slopes characterized by a range of parameters:
Mach Zehnder modulators. Such devices have been operatedlengths ranging from 50 to 2000 mm, heights ranging from 1
to frequencies in the range 100–200 GHz and shown to have

to 15 mm, and slope angles ranging from 0.1 to 10°. We have 3 dB bandwidths of approximately 350 GHz.5 More recently,
reliably fabricated multiple waveguide bends that exhibit excess performance has been enhanced by improving the efficiency
loss of 0.2 dB or less. Mode transformers reduce coupling

of transition of electrical signals from millimeter wave trans-losses by several decibels, leading to losses approaching 1 dB
mission structures to electro-optic modulator electrode (e.g.per transition. Such reduction of optical loss associated with
microstripline) structures.49 Millimeter wave transmission lines

silica fiber to polymeric electro-optic waveguide coupling is from sources or from antennas are typically hollow rectangular
necessary if polymeric electro-optic modulators are to compete metal waveguides whose cross sectional dimensions are of the
with lithium niobate modulators where insertion losses are on order of a few millimeters. In contrast, the millimeter wave
the order of 4 dB total insertion loss. It should also be noted

transmission line in a polymer modulator is a microstripline.that the coupling loss problem can also be simplified by
To couple these two very different transmission lines requiresutilizing silica fiber (HE980 5 mm) of reduced core diameter
novel broadband structures. We have recently designed and

compared to normal diameter silica fiber (SMF-28 and PM demonstrated an integrated anti-podal finline transition struc-
9 mm). Recently, TACAN Corporation48 has proposed an ture.5 This structure has the advantage of low loss and high
alternative mode transformer to the one introduced by us.

dimensional fabrication tolerance. The transition graduallyTheir transformer reduces losses per transition (facet) by
transforms the electric field profile of the rectangular metallicapproximately 3 dB.
waveguide to that of the microstripline and effectively couples
power into the modulator. The finline structure must be
inserted into the small W-band rectangular waveguide (1.25Vertical and horizontal integration of modulators
by 2.5 mm) and therefore the substrate thickness must be keptwith VLSI semiconductor electronics
as small as possible. We have chosen to use 127 mm thick
Mylar film. This film was mounted on a silicon substrate forThe fabrication of polymer integrated optics devices relies on

spin casting which is amenable to large area coverage of mechanical support during processing. A gold ground plane
was deposited on the Mylar and employing standard photolith-inexpensive substrates such as silicon. This means that large
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ography techniques the lower finline transition pattern was performance of ultrafast switches fabricated employing 3 dB
couplers. These devices have been demonstrated by switchingthen etched in the region to be inserted into the waveguide.

The lower cladding layer and the active polymer layer were a 1 Gb s−1 digital data stream with complementary bit patterns
on the two outputs.spin coated on the substrate and the electro-optic polymer was

corona poled. The optical waveguide pattern was defined in We have also fabricated a variety of more complex
electro-optic modulator based devices. Such fabrication willthe polymer using reactive ion etching with alignment to the

pre-etched ground pattern. The upper cladding was then spin be illustrated here by the example of a wide band millimetre
wave photonic phase shifter (see Fig. 10). Such photonic phasecoated on and a thin layer of chromium and gold was deposited

to form the top electrode. A thick photoresist was patterned shifters will likely play a key role in large phased array radar
antennas.53 Phased array antennas are made up of a largeto define the top electrode and the upper finline transition

region. Electrochemical gold plating was used to increase the number of radiating elements with the phase and amplitude
of the radiation from each element under independent control.thickness of the top electrode to 7 mm. The performance of an

array of these modulators was evaluated to 100 GHz.49 By varying the phase and amplitude, the pattern of the array
can be electronically scanned or its radiation pattern modifiedFabrication of polymeric modulators on flexible substrates

means that the modulator can be molded to a curvilinear to avoid unwanted signals. The ideal phase shifter should be
voltage controlled, broadband, and lightweight. An attractivesurface such as that of a receiving antenna.

Another simple modulator is that of the push-pull Mach method of delivering these controlled signals to each antenna
is the use of low loss optical fibers. The millimetre wave signalZehnder modulator recently discussed by Wang et al.50 Such

a design configuration reduces the drive voltage requirement is modulated onto the optical carrier and transmitted by fiber
to the antenna where an optical detector recovers the millimetreby a factor of two.

Mach Zehnder modulators with 3 dB directional couplers wave signal. Fibers are low loss, light weight and have the
possibility of low noise optical amplification.on their output instead of a Y junction act as very fast optical

switches. The applied voltage toggles the output light between Our photonic phase shifter is composed of a Mach Zehnder
interferometre within a Mach Zehnder interferometer. Thethe two output waveguides. The balanced output modulator

has applications both in digital and analog communications. millimetre wave signal is applied to each arm of the upper
interferometer but with a 90° phase shift between the signals.If a sinusoidal modulation signal is applied and if the modu-

lator is properly biased, the light from the two outputs are If the amplitude of the drive signals is small the frequency of
the output of this interferometer is the optical carrier frequencyboth sinusoidally modulated but are 180° out-of-phase. If both

of these signals are transmitted over a fiber optic line and shifted by the millimetre wave frequency. A DC phase control
voltage is applied to the other arm of the complex interfer-detected at the far end by a balanced detector the modulation

signal can be extracted while the noise is cancelled.51 Such ometer. The phase of the millimetre wave modulation on the
optical carrier is thus controlled by the magnitude of the DCapplications of the balanced modulator require a very high

extinction ratio between the two outputs. That is, when V
p

is voltage. We have evaluated the performance of our photonic
phase shifter using an optical carrier wavelength of 1.31 mmapplied, light is 100% switched from one output to the other.

To achieve this the output coupler must be very close to a and a microwave frequency of 16 GHz. Nearly ideal perform-
ance behavior (phase shift linearly related to control voltage)true 3 dB coupler, i.e. the power from either input must be

divided equally to the two output waveguides. The device is was observed to voltages of the order of 8 V.54
The prototype devices that we have discussed thus far arethus highly sensitive to fabrication errors in the waveguide

width, etch depth, and refractive indices. We have found that fabricated from hardened electro-optic polymer materials and
are operated at temperatures significantly below the glassfabrication defects can be corrected by in situ trimming.52

Trimming of electro-optic devices structures involves photo- transition temperature of the electro-optic polymer. No bias
voltage is applied so that the only voltage applied to thebleaching to alter the property of devices. Typically the bleach-

ing beam is the 488 nm output of an argon ion laser. Using electro-optic waveguide is a radiowave (microwave, millimetre
wave) drive voltage. Since lattice hardening is never perfect,FT-IR spectroscopy, we have been able to confirm that

photodecomposition has occurred in the trimming process. there is always some relaxation ( loss) of electro-optic activity
after the electric poling field is turned off. This could, forIn the case of trimming 3 dB couplers, the fabricated coupler

is placed under a microscope and light is fiber-coupled into example, arise from chromophores existing in void regions
where steric confinement from the polymer lattice is poor. Anone of the inputs as the power from each of the two outputs

is monitored. Bleaching light is delivered by a multimode fiber alternative to devices fabricated from such materials is a device
where a constant device bias field of substantial magnitudeto one of the eyepiece bores of a binocular microscope. An

eyepiece of the microscope was removed and the output end (e.g. 50–200 V mm−1) is maintained.54 While this bias field
maintains high acentric order, the modulating AC electric fieldof the fiber was placed in the image plane of the objective

lens. The microscope objective reduces the output pattern of
the fiber and projects a beam spot onto the sample. The size
of the fiber core, the magnifying power of the microscope
objective lens, and the axial position of the fiber tip determine
the spot size. Spot sizes from 1 mm to greater than 1 mm can
be achieved. The position of the spot on the sample is observed
through the other eyepiece or by a video camera on the
microscope. Since the fiber tip is fixed to the microscope its
image always appears at the same place in the observation
field of view when moving the microscope.

To trim the directional coupler, the trimming beam spot is
scanned for a fixed distance into the gap between the two
coupling waveguides as the two outputs are monitored. The
region scanned by the trimming beam has reduced refractive
index, which reduces the distance the tails of the waveguide
modes extend into this coupling region. This, in turn, reduces
the coupling coefficient and changes the output state for the Fig. 10 The schematic diagram of a millimeter wave photonic phase

shifter.two waveguides. We have used trimming to optimize the
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is applied. Such a device configuration makes use of the full
electro-optic activity of the second order non-linear optical
chromophore. For example, the FTC, APII, and DR chromo-
phores (see Fig. 2) in poly(methyl methacylate) gave r33 values
of 83, 70, and 22 pm V−1 respectively at a measurement
wavelength of 1.31 mm. This simple constant bias device can
be operated for long periods of time with no evidence of
degradation in performance. It is difficult to say where this
device configuration will find practical application; however,
the configuration is useful for assessing the properties of
polymeric electro-optic materials without concern (and
correction) for relaxation of chromophore orientation.

Fig. 11 The relative photostability of three types of polymeric
electro-optic materials. The LD-3 material involves a DR chromo-Field test performance and comparison with the
phore with both ends attached to a PMMA polymer matrix32 andcompetition results for this material are denoted by a solid line. Note that the
highest laser power (250 mW ) is applied to this material and that noTACAN Corporation has evaluated both birefringent and
photochemical change is observed to the highest fluence levels. DataMach Zehnder modulators (fabricated using disperse red
denoted by crosses are for a PU-DR19 chromophore attached by one

chromophores) for CATV applications.55 The performance end to a crosslinked polyurethane polymer matrix. The PMMA-
characteristics of polymeric electro-optic materials have since DANS material was obtained from IBM-Almaden and consists of an
improved significantly, particularly with respect to drive volt- diaminonitrostilbene chromophore attached by one end of the chromo-

phore to an uncrosslinked PMMA polymer. The data support theage requirement (using chromophores such as FTC and CZC)
generally observed result that both thermal and photochemical stabilitybut also with respect to thermal and photochemical stability.
depend strongly upon the hardness of the electro-optic material.However, the initial TACAN study provides a useful baseline

against which to compare improvements in performance.
In their initial investigation, Shi et al.55 observed a carrier- mode matching between passive and active waveguides, suggest

to-noise ratio of 53 dB and 80 channel television transmission that insertion losses for polymeric electro-optic devices may
was demonstrated using packaged polymer modulators. A approach those of lithium niobate modulators. The drive and
similar demonstration was effected by researchers at IBM. bias voltage stability of polymeric modulators are comparable
Researchers at TACAN also investigated long term drive or superior to those of inorganic modulators. Photochemical
voltage stability, DC bias voltage stability, and optical power stability appears comparable.
handling capability. Polymeric modulators exhibited good V

pvoltage stability; no detectable change was observed over a
Acknowledgementsperiod of a year in a typical long term performance test. This

result is not surprising when correlated with studies (including We gratefully acknowledge support for this work by
at elevated temperatures) noted earlier that report greater than the National Science Foundation (DMR-9528021) and by the
95% retention of electro-optic activity after 4 years. Polymeric U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research (F49620–95–1-
modulators exhibited very little bias voltage drift ( less than 0450, F49620–96–1-0035, F49620–97–1-0307).
10% drift over a 120 h period). Moreover, no runaway
behavior (i.e. a continuous drift in one direction) was observed.
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